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CEMETERY ROSE

SPRING EVENTS
Spring is a busy time for Historic Rose Garden rose lovers and
volunteers and this year was no exception. Even after our rainy
winter and early spring warm
spells mixed with stormy days,
the roses were beautiful, though
anticipated bloom times varied
for some roses. Visitors attending the Early Bloom tour on a
sunny day in late March saw different roses in bloom than usual.

In this issue:

Volunteers preparing for Open
Garden “enjoyed” a rainy Friday
as we set up roses for the sale
and an even stormier day for the
event on Saturday. Though fewer
in number, visitors came anyway
and a enjoyed pleasant, if somewhat damp time. We didn’t sell
all the available roses that day, but
more visitors came on Sunday
which turned out to be the beautiful day we had hoped for Open
Garden.
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The following week, Romance and
Roses drew a crowd to this evening event when costumed docents
told romantic stories of people and roses. After that, we participated in the Sacramento Rose
Show at Shepard Garden &
Arts Center in McKinley
Park. Roses blooms were
placed in vases as a demonstration of the beauty and
fragrance of antique roses.
Several volunteers attended
the Celebration of Old Roses
in El Cerrito the Sunday after
Mother’s Day while others
attended the Heritage Rose Foundation Conference in Fredericksburg, Virginia. We also hosted garden tours and visitors
from around California and Anita and Judy gave talks to several
rose societies. Meanwhile we continue deadheading and, after
the seriously rainy winter, pulling weeds and planning next
Spring’s events.
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EDITORIAL
Thanks are due to our many volunteers who valiantly
coped with the prolific weeds this spring. A very rainy
winter brought seeds to life which had laid dormant for
several seasons. There were days when all we seemed to
see were weeds, not roses.
Thanks are also due to our many supporters—on site and
off—who worked on our behalf to make our spring events
successful. We have had positive publicity from local
media and flyers produced by John Robins who does so
for the OCCC. Dave Andrews at Consumnes River College provided greenhouse space and support for our
propagation efforts. Thanks also to Karen Jefferson of
Livermore who propagated and grew many roses for our
sale. We also received encouragement from many rose
gardeners and associations like the Heritage Rose Foundation and Heritage Roses Group.
Our parent non-profit organization, the Old City Cemetery Committee, works with us to our mutual advantage,
and we contribute to support them as well.
We encourage readers of this newsletter to consider becoming members of the OCCC as the organization continues to grow. Membership in the OCCC demonstrates our
continuing support of the historical and educational efforts of the OCCC’s in the community.

Events in the Historic
Rose Garden
Propagation Class
September 9—10 a.m.
In the Rose Garden
Deadheading at Daybreak
September 16—7:30 a.m.
What’s Blooming Tour
Rose Garden & Hamilton Square
September 30 10 a.m.
Front gate
Make A Difference Day
October 28
AmeriCorps in the Garden
Fall Color in the
Rose Garden
November 18

See the membership details on the back of this newsletter
Comments, questions, concerns to
Judy Eitzen
verlaine@citlink.net

CURATOR’S CORNER

Anita Clevenger

It rained, and rained, and rained some more. The roses responded with exuberant growth and
the biggest blooms we’ve ever seen. Some of our roses had been dwindling in recent years from
winter drought and reduced summer irrigation, and it was heartening to see strong new growth.
We can attribute some of the improved performance to better pruning, adding organic matter to
the soil and fertilization, but the biggest factor was the record rainfall. We learned a valuable
lesson. We usually wait to turn on irrigation until the ground starts to dry out in the spring. In
future years, we will begin watering earlier to encourage and support peak bloom.
The garden looked spectacular a couple of days before Open Garden, and better yet a few days
afterwards. Unfortunately, it rained most of the day of the event. We tend to wax poetic about
“raindrops on roses,” but there is not much poetry to a rotten blossom or a rose bush sprawling
from the weight of sodden flowers. We saw botrytis blight on many of the thinner-petaled, fully
(Continued on page 3)
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CURATOR’S CORNER, CON’T.
(Continued from page 2)

double roses, disfigured by tell-tale spotting, brown edges, balled flowers and fuzzy gray mold.
We picked off the damaged blooms, tied up or trimmed the sprawling canes, and soldiered on.
We had vowed to have Open Garden, rain or shine, and did so with good spirits. We were damp
and the roses were soggy, but it was a beautiful day nonetheless.
The rain didn’t spoil Open Garden, and it didn’t completely spoil the roses, either. Our roses
didn’t suffer nearly as much powdery mildew as in past seasons. Powdery mildew thrives in
warm, dry conditions, while moisture and cooler temperatures reduce its growth. We had rust
on many roses, particularly Hybrid Perpetuals, and some blackspot on susceptible varieties.
With each of the diseases, we remove damaged vegetation from the plant and ground and make
sure there is air circulation. We are planning to fertilize in early June, and will make sure defoliated plants get extra nutrients to encourage regrowth. Fortunately, fungal diseases slow down
greatly during Sacramento’s summer heat.
Gallicas are often a great disappointment in Sacramento. Their flowers are smaller than seen in
cooler, wetter climates such as found in Europe or the American East Coast. They bloom late in
the season, so often scorch and wilt in our heat. This year, not only were the flowers bigger, but
they opened after the heaviest rains had passed. The flowers held up longer due to the wellsaturated root zone and mild spring temperatures. ‘Président de Sèze’ NOT is always beautiful,
but this year it was at its best.
The fence roses were glorious this year. Lynda Ives’ constant care and Stephen Scanniello’s
pruning suggestions have yielded great results.
The garden continues to evolve. We removed a few more diseased roses and planted some new
varieties we are very excited to add to the collection. The roses are pruned to be more upright
than they have been in the past, which makes it easier to keep flat stones and irrigation risers
visible. We’ve been weeding and deadheading like mad, augmenting our core volunteers with
others from AmeriCorps, a church group, the Primping Party, the River Cats, and Sheriff’s Work
Project. We continue to spread wood and bark chips on many plots to suppress weeds and retain moisture. We make it harder to control the weeds by having so many companion plants, but
the iris, lupine, poppies, watsonia and many other flowering plants add to the glory of the cemetery. The bad news is that the weeds still look like they are winning. The good news is that once
the rains stop, their growth will slow down and we will finally get them under control – until the
fall rains begin and more seeds germinate.
We had more roses for sale than usual during our Open Garden, and fewer people attended.
Many bought a wagon full of roses, but we still had nearly one hundred plants left over. We decided to leave them in the garden and to sell them on site, then take them to the rose show, to
rose society meetings, and to the Celebration of Old Roses in El Cerrito. People were very excited to have a continuing opportunity to buy our roses. We are down to about thirty roses that we
will tend until next year’s sale.
People were also excited by the sale of former curator Barbara Oliva’s book collection during
Open Garden. She had hoped that we would be able to set up a rose library in a central site, but
that proved difficult. We decided that it would be better to get the books into the hands of people who would appreciate and use them. Barbara was an educator, and one of the key missions
of the garden is to educate the public about heritage roses. Her legacy lives on.
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HERITAGE ROSE FOUNDATION CONFERENCE

Judy Eitzen

About 90 people gathered for the Heritage Rose Foundation Conference in Fredericksburg, Virginia in
May. The event included a visit to President Jefferson’s home, Monticello, and Tufton Farm, one of his
nearby properties where a new garden of noisette roses has been established. There was a visit to Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond; a cemetery founded the same year as Sacramento’s that includes many
roses in addition to serving as the burial site for two Presidents, James Monroe and John Tyler, and the
President of the Confederacy, Jefferson Davis. A day of speakers was held in artist Gari Melchers’ studio
on the grounds of Belmont, an estate dating back to the 1790’s. A small group also had the opportunity
to travel to Lynchburg to tour the Old City Cemetery there, founded in 1806 where we found more antique roses.
In Ben Whitacre’s talk, “Reimagining the Rose at
Harvard”, he described researching evidence
found at Harvard University regarding early arboreta and collections of roses on the site. He began
by looking for the Hybrid rugosa rose
‘Arnold’ (Rosa arnoldiana), a chance seedling
found on the grounds of the Arnold Arboretum.
The rose was first described in 1893 as a cross between Rosa rugosa and ‘General Jacqueminot’.
His presentation was fascinating as it led down
many trails searching for roses at the Arnold. His
conclusion regarding rose identity, “Many variants
exist of the same history of various roses and are
based on old or missing records…so many holes in
the stories and histories that no one can be sure.”
Our next speaker, Beate Ankjaer-Jensen, talked of
Tufton Farm Climbing Rose
“The Artist’s Garden…”, describing the restoration
of the historic garden of Gari Melchers at Belmont
– a garden we toured at lunchtime. She said, “If you ever need to restore a historic garden, don’t seek
information from the director, ask the staff on the ground – those who do the work, know the garden.”
Hopefully, Sacramento city staff will take this approach as they consider the Cemetery.
After a buffet lunch and garden walk we heard
from Scott Dean, a member of the Society for Creative Anachronism, who talked of European roses
before 1600. Among others, he spoke of the
“Thousand Year Rose” at Hildesheim Cathedral in
Germany, said to have been planted by Louis the
Pius around 800 when the cathedral was built.

Monticello garden border

Mike Shoup of the Antique Rose Emporium
spoke of “Discovering and Cultivating the Empress in your Garden”.
His instruction;
“Fragrance trumps common sense.” He said,
“You should garden with your nose and the eyes
will take care of themselves” and also spoke of
diversity of form. According to Mike, there are
several types of “Empresses”: Heralds of Spring,
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

Tenacious Tomboys (sometimes they may
have malicious intent), Reliable Showgirls
(anchors of the garden), Balloon-skirted Ladies (e.g., “Grandmother’s Hat”), Dreamy Romantics and Drama Queens. Of course, we
all flocked to obtain signed copies of his book,
Empress of the Garden. (see p. 9)

Civil War cannon—Fredericksburg
Battlefield at Prospect Point
The visit to Fredericksburg and vicinity was an education
in itself as history is everywhere – the 1862 Civil War battle of Fredericksburg covered the entire city and surrounding area. There are still cannonballs in building walls and
a large cemetery dominates the high ground. Revolutionary history abounds as well with Monticello and Mt.
Vernon nearby. Though the first few days were hot and
humid, Virginia is beautiful, with green forests and grassy
countryside new to this Californian’s eyes. Folks were
friendly, food was tasty and history became real.

Hollywood Cemetery Rose

Lynchburg Cemetery Rose

Monticello Seed Sorter
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LOTS OF CROCKERS

Anita Clevenger

Cemetery visitors often ask if the Crockers buried in or near the rose garden are “THE” Crockers. There
are a total of 32 people with the last name of Crocker buried in the Sacramento Historic City Cemetery,
in twelve different locations throughout the property. Only a few are closely related to “THE” wellknown Judge Edwin Booth (E. B.) Crocker, who was born in Troy, New York, and came to Sacramento
from Illinois in 1852. E. B. and his family are buried west of the rose garden along Eglantine Ave. A
large statue and grave markers adorned with roses mark their plot, in which several Crocker children,
including daughter Aimee, and other relatives rest.
Today, E. B. and Margaret’s fame is largely related
to the Crocker Art Museum, which houses the couple’s art collection from their travels in Europe
along with many more recent acquisitions and a
modern new wing. The couple shared a vision of
creating a public art museum, which Margaret fulfilled in 1885 when she presented the E. B. Crocker
Art Gallery and collection to the City of Sacramento.
In the 19th century, E. B. and his family were even
more well-known. As Aimee wrote in her autobiE. B. Crocker & family
ography, And I’d Do It Again, (1) her family “needs
neither comment nor introduction.” Not only was
the family “exceedingly rich,” they were known for their prominent activities in business, government,
law and social causes. E. B. built a successful law practice in Sacramento. In 1854, he became chair of
the newly formed Republican Party. (2) He served on the California Supreme Court in 1863. He then became the legal counsel to the Central Pacific Railroad, founded by the “Big Four” railroad barons including his brother Charles Crocker, Leland Stanford, Collis Huntington and Mark Hopkins.(3) E. B. is often
referred to as the fifth member of this powerful enterprise. E. B. and Margaret were leading members of
Sacramento society and Margaret’s philanthropical efforts were widely acclaimed. Their daughter
Aimee’s exploits and five marriages were notorious, and still a source of juicy gossip a century later.
Who are the other Crockers in the cemetery? Only Clark
Wright Crocker, E. B.’s brother, was closely related. He
was employed by Sisson Wallace and Company who supplied the railroad with food and other supplies. He and
his family are buried in the West Bed of the rose garden
along Laburnum Avenue.

Clark Wright Crocker family plot

The first Crocker graves that you see when entering the
cemetery’s main gate belong to Calvin Crocker’s family.
His handsomely carved pink granite marker has a marble lamb monument in front of it to mark the grave of his
son, Benjamin C., who died at the age of 1 year, 8 months
and 8 days. Calvin came from Indiana and has no known
relationship to E. B. and his family. Neither does Stephen Crocker, who is buried in the Broadway Bed of the
rose garden. There are no monuments in his family plot,
but the name “Crocker” is carved into the plot surround.
(Continued on page 7)
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Benjamin R. Crocker and his family are
buried at the south end of the rose garden’s West Bed. Benjamin may have been
a sixth cousin of E. B.’s. He came to California from Maine in 1850 and worked in
the mines for several years. He later
worked as purchasing agent for the Central Pacific Railroad and contracted for
most of the supplies for building the line.
He was working manager of the Contract
and Finance Company when he died. He
was a horse jockey as well.
Crockers elsewhere include Stephen’s
Stephen Crocker Plot
brother Calvin; Charles M., a bartender;
Oliver Leslie from Nova Scotia, a silver
plater; and others whose occupations are unknown. Two Crockers are buried in unknown locations in
the original “tier grounds” that predated the current cemetery layout. One died in 1852 0f “Panama
fever,” probably the dread yellow fever which many people contracted crossing the Isthmus of Panama. The other died in 1850, the first year that burials officially took place in our cemetery.
Burial records provide a few clues about people’s lives, and more details about their deaths. John A.
Crocker died in Panama in 1866. Mary E. Crocker died of morphine poisoning. Four Crocker children
died of diphtheria and whooping cough, diseases for which vaccinations exist today. Scarlet fever
killed Flora Dora Crocker, while dysentery was little Benjamin C.’s cause of death.
In 1880, Crockers lived in all but three states in the Union, although the majority resided in Massachusetts, New York and Maine. Over 166 Crocker families lived in California in the 1880 census.
This article is based on research collected by cemetery volunteer Jane Howell and cemetery burial records available at the cemeteryrose.org website.
Unless a person was famous or infamous, it’s often hard to learn more than was contained in the
burial records. Every person is the central figure
in his or her life. To them, and the people who
loved them, even the most obscure Crocker was
“THE” Crocker even though they were overshadowed in life and death by the more prominent E.
B. Crocker family.
_________________________________

1) Aimee Crocker, And I’d Do It Again, 1936, NY, Coward-McCann. Available in various editions and Google
EBooks.
2) Crocker Museum website: www.crockerart.org

Calvin Crocker Plot

3) Mark Hopkins is interred in the Pioneer Plot in this
cemetery, Charles Crocker; Mountain View Cemetery,
Oakland, Collis Huntington: Woodlawn Cemetery,
Bronx, NY & Leland Stanford: Stanford University
4) US Census, 1880, via www.ancestry.com
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A SPORTING CHANCE

Anita Clevenger

Keen-eyed rose growers sometimes spot growth that is different than the rest of the plant. A flower may be
striped or a different color, and be more or less double. A shrub may produce a long, climbing cane. Plants
may repeat more or less often, too.
Differences in growth, color and number of petals can be
due to growing conditions or disease, but it is possible that
a plant has produced a naturally occurring genetic mutation known as a “sport.” Some sports are unstable and
revert quickly back to the parent. Others are quite stable
and can be passed along through propagation (via cuttings
or budding) for generations, although eventual reversion
is always a possibility.
The first plant ever patented was a rose sport. ‘New Dawn’
Quatre Saisons & Autumn
is a repeat-blooming sport of the once-blooming ‘Dr. W.
Damask blooms on the
Van Fleet,’ and was granted Plant Patent #1 on 18 August,
same plant
1931.(1) It was a sensation, and is still grown around the
world. Most of the canes on the ‘New Dawn’ in the Historic Rose Garden have reverted and now bloom just once.
Judy Eitzen has a plant propagated years ago from the cemetery plant, and it repeats reliably.
Other sports in our collection include ‘Radiance’, a pink Hybrid Tea, which sports to a salmon-pink variety
known as ‘Mrs. Charles Bell’. ‘Rainbow’ is a striped sport of ‘Papa Gontier.’ ‘Setina’ is a climbing sport of
‘Hermosa.’ ‘Madame Caroline Testout, Cl” is, not surprisingly, a climbing sport of the bush ‘Mme Caroline Testout.’ “Grandmother’s Hat” has produced the white sport, “Tina Marie,” a rare variety that we have in the
cemetery, and the light pink “Larry Daniels” which we do not grow. ‘Quatre Saissons Blanc Mousseaux’ is a
white, mossy sport of ‘Autumn Damask’. We have observed reversion to its smooth pink parent on our cemetery plant as well as on a rose in a Blakiston, Australia, cemetery rose.
‘Mlle. Cécile Brünner’ grows as a compact bush and a larger plant that blooms in sprays. These bloom continuously, but the climbing sport usually blooms only once a year. ‘Perle d’Or’ is sometimes called “Yellow Cécile
Brünner”, but it has different parentage.

R chinenses ‘Viridiflora’

The ‘Green Rose’, Rosa chinensis ‘Viridiflora’, is a sport of
‘Old Blush’ that produces sepals instead of petals. This is a
condition known as “phyllody,” which is generally produced
by bacteria or virus in many kinds of plants. In roses, it appears to be a physiological genetic tendency often affected by
growing conditions.(2) It’s not uncommon to find roses that
have ‘proliferation,’ or stems, leaves and buds generating
from the center of a flower. The ‘Green Rose’ is unique in that
no petals at all are produced and its phyllody is very stable.
Ralph Moore discovered a ‘Green Rose’ plant that had partially reverted to ‘Old Blush’, supporting the notion that it is a
sport, not a diseased plant.

Sometimes there is debate about whether a plant, such as
‘Pink Soupert,’ is a seedling or a sport. The debate has been settled for ‘Mme. Joseph Schwartz’, which for
years was thought to be a seedling of ‘Duchesse de Brabant.’ Observation of our plants in the cemetery supports the current consensus that it is a white or pale blush version of the pink ‘Duchesse de Brabant’. We often
(Continued on page 9)
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see pink flowers on ‘Mme. Joseph Schwartz,’ which share the same
delectable raspberry-tea fragrance and cupped flowers with its parent. ‘Duchesse de Brabant’ can have more or fewer petals, perhaps
due to conditions, and perhaps due to mutation.
Other times, a plant thought to be a sport simply is variable. ‘Lady
Roberts” was discovered in 1902 and introduced as a deeper apricotcolored sport of ‘Anna Olivier’. The Australian authors of the ‘Tea
Roses’ book concluded that the color differences are not stable and
the two varieties grown today seem to be the same.(3) However, the
‘Lady Roberts’ in the cemetery collection varies not only in color but
also has more petals than a rose identified to be ‘Anna Olivier’. Is our
rose yet another sport? Perhaps.

Proliferated flower
You can learn if a rose is a sport or seedling with DNA testing, but
commonly used methods will not differentiate among sports. Just as
rosarians did in the past, we identify sports by observation. If you think that you’ve found a sport on one
of your roses, photograph it, flag the cane and study it, and check if this variation has already been documented. If it’s unique, propagate it to see if it is stable. You don’t have to travel the world to find a new
plant. Sometimes it is growing in your own garden.

——————————————
(1) Plant patents are granted to an inventor or discoverer of a distinct and new unique plant variety. It excludes others from asexually reproducing, selling or using the plant so reproduced for 20 years. www.uspto.gov/patent
(2) Article: Phyllody in Roses by Sue Sim et al available for download at fps.ucdavis.edu/WebSitePDFs/Articles/
RosePhyllodyArticle081904.pdf
(3) Chapman, Lynne, et al, Tea Roses: Old Roses for Warm Gardens, Rosenberg Publishing, NSW, Australia, 2008

Mike Shoup, owner of Antique Rose Emporium in Brenham, Texas brought copies of his book, Empress of the Garden to the Heritage Rose Foundation Conference in May and attendees snatched up
copies. In the book, Mike describes his enjoyment of old garden roses and their place in modern gardens.
He recognizes that we learn from our gardens—every year,
every season is different and over time Mike has learned how
to plan a garden with a variety of roses—each playing its part
to enhance the whole.
In an earlier book, Roses in the Southern Garden (ARE, 2000)
Mike covered antique rose basics and in this volume, he explores character traits of his ‘empresses’. Filled with wonderful photos of the special ladies, Empress of the Garden is a
must-have for antique rose lovers.
Published by Texas A & M University Press in 2013, available
from Amazon et al.
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CEMETERY ROSE
Garden Tip
Deadheading
Late spring and summer is time to
deadhead repeat-blooming roses and
shape once-blooming roses than have
finished blooming.
Dead flower heads may be snapped off
with thumb and fingers on some roses,
while others may require pruners to
remove umbels or tresses of spent
blooms.
According to those who grow roses for
show, it takes about six weeks for new
blooms to appear and flourish after
deadheading, so plan ahead to have
roses for your table or home.
Remember, too, that it’s important to
continue sanitary pruning practices.
Clean pruners (and hands) after each
plant and clean up spent petals if you
see rust or other disease on the shrub.

Historic Rose Garden—Old City Cemetery Committee, Inc.
1000 Broadway * Sacramento, California 95818
Your donations support the Historic Rose Garden
Send your check to the above address, c/o HRG
All donations are tax deductible
A 501(C)(3) Non-Profit Corporation * Tax ID #: 06-1674455

OCCC Membership
Join today!
Send a check with your name, address, phone and email to
Old City Cemetery Committee, Inc.
c/o membership
Annual Dues
___$30 Individual
___$40 Family
___$50 Business
___$200-$299 Patron
___$300-$599 Sponsor
___$600-$999 Silver Sponser
___$1000+ Gold Sponsor

Judy Eitzen, ed.
8698 Elk Grove Blvd.
Suite 1, #271
Elk Grove, CA 95624
Verlaine@citlink.net
www.cemeteryrose.org
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